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QJ (a)Fill in the blanks io
(i) Every topological space (X, r) ,where X is finite or r consist of finite number of

elements is called ~-----~-------------------------

(ii) An infinite set with co-finite topology is a ----- ---------- s pace.

(iii)Every convergent sequence will be -------- -----~-- sequence.

(iv) Any number of open set in a topological space may not be ----

(v) Every compact subset ofa l-Iausdroff space is -------------------

(vi) The norm ftmction  z N -> R is --------~---------continuous.

(vii)The space I ” has the norm defined by Q-~--- -------------

(viii)The basis forthe space Co is ----   f P g 
(ix)The norm function for the space of bounde  s ~  =A “ *BKQQ Y f) can be defined as ----

- -------------- , where X & y are normed spaces.

(x) IfN is a norrned space of finite dimension , then dimension of its conjugate space wx.;

be ----~---~--------

(b) Determine whether the following statements true or false '10 _

(i)Every subspace of Banach space is a Banach space.

(ii) The concept of continuity and boundedness for a linear operator coincide

(iii) The space of rational number is not complete

(iv) ,If T is a linear operator, then R(T) is a vector space.

(v)'1`he space R. with usual topology is compact.

(vi) The real line R with- usual topology is not a 11, - space.

(vii) The indiscrete space is a regular space.

(viii) A completely regular space need not be regular space.
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(ix)The dual space of R” is R" _

(x)Every metric space will be norrned space.

Answer the following short questions.

(i) lf the range of a sequence {a,,} is finite, then prove that it_ contains a convergent

subsequence_

(ii)Let A be any subset of a discete topological space, then prove that `it contains a

convergent subsequence.

(iii)Define equivalent norms.

(iv)Show by giving a counter example that arbitrary intersection of open sets need not be

open.

(v)Dete11nine whether N is complete or not? Give reason for your answer.

(vi)If a linear operator is continuous on a point, then show that it is continuous on the

whole space.

(vii)Show tat an orthonormal set is linearly independent.

(viii)'What is n- dirnensional unitary space?

(ixjShow that every normed space will be a metric space.

(x) Differentiate between dual space and secon.d dual space.
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(a) Prove that every compact subset of a l-lausdroff space is closed.

(b) Detine Lindelof space and hence show that every second countable space is Lindelolf

(a)Let (X,z') be a topological space and A <; X .Let A” and A denote the derived set ant

d ffclosure of A respectively then A = A U A .Also show that A is a closed subset of X i "1

A 3 Ad.

(b) Show that a bijective continuous function from compact space to a Hausdroff space
is a homomorphism.

(a) Show that any two norms ofa linite dimensional space are equivalent.

(b) Prove that a subspace X ofa real line R is connected if and only ifX is an interval

(a) What is meant by isometric lsomorphism ,Prove that dual space

of I, is 1°°

(b) State and prove Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for inner product space.

(a)Define the space of C [a, b] and hence show that C [a, b] is complete space.

(b) Does d(x’y) = hxg) _ ymid, define a metric or pseudometric on X il’X is

(i)the set of all real valued continuous functions on [a, b].'
(ii) The set of all real valued Riemann lntegrable functions on [a, b]?
Give reasons for your answers.
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